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ABSTRACT

Thick sediment (over 2,500 m), fractured basement and high thermal gradient (up to 19.10 °C/100 m) of Central Sumatra Basin are suitable factors to have the Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) potential. A number of 130 wells data were used to evaluate EGS of the basin. The assessment is divided into the number of estimation within grid cell (1 km x 1 km) of sediment thickness, heat flow, thermal conductivity and technical potential calculated starting from basement-sediment layer interface. The distribution of heat flow and gradient thermal values correspond to the sediment layer. The autocorrelation test indicate the data is stationary. The variance of data gets bigger after a depth over 5.5 km. According to the Breadsmore protocol, the technical potential value ranged from 0.5 MW up to 4.7 MW at the depth of 3.5 km. In addition, the lowest technical potential is 0.66 MW and the highest is 5.76 MW at a depth of 4.5 km. The ordinary kriging, using number of lags 10 in variogram modeling, estimated the technical potential distribution is higher to the southwest.
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INTRODUCTION

As the world largest geothermal potential, Indonesia should be the most productive country in geothermal energy utilizing. It is estimated that Indonesia has 28,910 GW geothermal potential drawn from 312 fields in several islands (Pambudi, 2017). Unfortunately, Indonesia is only in the third rank for about 5% geothermal energy utilization ratio that shows a low utilization under USA and Philippine. Nowadays, the
whole country in this world should develop the sustainable and clean energy to overcome the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission impact. The Indonesia government is committed to enhance the geothermal energy production for fossil fuel instead. Therefore, the methodology penetration is needed to enhance the geothermal production.

Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) is a method that is used to artificially create the geothermal systems included hydrothermal resources that can be used to generate electricity. The conventional geothermal energy exploitation was limited to shallow and high-enthalpy reservoirs (>180 °C) in volcanic areas, whereas EGS technologies may exploit in medium-enthalpy reservoirs (80-180 °C) situated at greater depth in the basement rock (Limberger et al, 2014). Generally, geothermal energy is limited by the size and location of the reservoir and utilizes the natural reservoir. Consequently, EGS was needed to be utilized in which can reduce these constraints by artificially create the hydrothermal reservoirs in hot and deep geological formations, where energy production had not been economical.

Technically, EGS is worked by injecting the fluid into the subsurface under carefully controlled conditions, which is creating the artificial fractures to create the permeability (U. S. Department of Energy, 2012). EGS also may reduce the emission impact that is almost entirely free of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Only when the drilling phase, EGS might be released the small traces of carbon dioxide and other GHGs. Economic EGS field usually related to oil-prolific basin because it requires deep and thick sedimentary basin and high heat flow characteristic.

The geothermal electrical generation capacity is approximately 3-4 GW and hence the installed base provides approximately 20,000 GW/h of electrical energy in the United States (U. S. Department of Energy, 2012). The heat source was created due to the subject of the East Pacific Rise under South-Western North America and was associated with uplift and extension of the Basin and Range. Thus, EGS’s prospective area in the United States was concentrated in the higher heat flow area of the western region. EGS could provide the 100 GW of cost-competitive in the next 50 years in the United States (MIT, 2006). Based on those conditions, EGS is possible to be developed in Indonesia. Indonesia has a complex tectonic setting and tectonically stressed sedimentary basin as a fine target for EGS preliminary study (Hendrawan and Draniswari, 2016). Indonesian crust relatively had a good heat generation due to thick sediment and surrounded by the ring of fire. This research aims to analyse the assessment of EGS utilization in Central Sumatra Basin for Indonesia’s future sustainable and clean energy.

![Figure 1. The Beardsmore Protocol workflow diagram (Busby and Terrington, 2017).](image-url)

**METHODOLOGY**

The surface and subsurface data were used to identify the suitability and calculate the EGS potential in Central Sumatra Basin. The assessment was done by using the Beardsmore Protocol (Beardsmore et al, 2010). The protocol recommends assessing the EGS potential from 3-10 km depth slice by creating the model of Basement-Sediment Interface and Basement rock (Busby and Terrington, 2017). The calculation then assisted by spatial statistics considering the data distribution and
variogram modeling also kriging estimation to the depth target. The geostatistics approach mainly conducted to know the data distribution and spatial relationship. This research source was done by literature study from South East Asia Research Group (Table 1) to know the geological and heat characteristic of each well (Royal Hawaiian South East Asia Research Group, 2017).

The EGS potential calculating steps were compiled below based on the Beardsmore Protocol:

\[ T_s = T_0 + \frac{Q_s}{K_s} - A_s \left( \frac{S^2}{2K_s} \right) \]..............(1)

Ts (°C) is the temperature at the sediment-basement interface To (°C) is the mean annual air temperature, Qo (W m⁻²) is the surface heat flow, Ks (W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) is the sediment thermal conductivity, S (m) is the sediment thickness and As (W m⁻³) is the sediment heat generation.

\[ Q_s = Q_o - S A_s \]............................(2)

Qs (W m⁻²) is the heat flow at the sediment-basement interface. The next step is to calculate the temperatures at depth of each 3000-9000 m depth slice.

\[ T_x = T_s + \frac{(Q_s(X-S))}{K_b} - A_b \left( \frac{(X-S)^2}{2K_b} \right) \] (3)

Tx (°C) is the temperature at depth X, Kb (W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) is basement thermal conductivity, and Ab (W m⁻³) is the basement heat generation. According to the protocol, EGS potential is best to calculate within the basement rock.

\[ H = \rho C_p V_c (T_x - T_r) \times 10^{-18} \]............................(4)

Where, H (Exajoule) is the Total Heat in Place, \( \rho \) (kg m⁻³) is the density, \( C_p \) (J kg⁻¹ K⁻¹) is the specific heat of the basement cell, \( V_c \) (m³) is the volume of the cell, Tx (°C) is the temperature at depth X and Tr = To + 80 (°C) is the mean annual air temperature. Theoretical potential assumed that the lifespan of power generation is 30 years (9.46 × 10⁸ s). In which the Tx value is less than Tr, The H value may be negative and could be set to zero.

\[ P = \frac{\eta th H \times 10^{12}}{9.46 \times 10^8} \].............(5)

P is the Theoretical Potential EGS power in (MW), and \( \eta th \) is a function of inlet temperature.

\[ \eta th = 0.00052 T_x + 0.032 \]....................(6)

The technical potential power can be calculated after determining the technical limitations (Rybach, 2010). It was assumed that this efficiency value is 1.

\[ PT = 1.057 \times P \times R \].................................(7)

Technical Potential (PT) for each basement cell (MW, megawatt). The R-value for the Beardsmore technical potential is 0.01 (Van Wees et al, 2013).

**GEOLOGY**

The research area is located in a part of Central Sumatra Basin (Figure 2). This basin is called as back-arc basin that is formed by convergent activity between the Eurasian continental plate and Indo-Australian oceanic plate. The basin was formed as a NW-SE separated basin called dextral strike-slip faulting and had experienced in three tectonic deformation phases that are Eocene-Oligocene, Mesozoic compressional extensional, and Pliocene-Pleistocene compressional tectonics. Furthermore, Central Sumatra Basin has a high gradient geothermal because of the crustal fractures penetrating to the upper mantle (Eubank and Makki, 1981).

Heidrick and Aulia (1993) unveil the dominated structural fault in Central Sumatera Basin by two prominent fault sets. The more prevalent set strikes NW-SE and the other N-S. It is generally accepted that the N-S set is older and Paleogene in age. Eubank and Makki (1981) emphasized that both sets were repeatedly active during the Tertiary, and required to account for the disposition of Pematang grabens and half-grabens, also represent fundamental basement breaks in response to back-arc tension and dextral
wrenching throughout the Tertiary. Structural styles and resulting deformational geometries that are diagnostic, statistically unique, form temporally distinct families including Beruk, Sumateran, Zamrud-Pedada and Bengkalis (Heidrick and Aulia, 1993).

**Figure 2.** The research area in a part of Central Sumatra Basin

Sedimentary process in Central Sumatra Basin was started at the beginning of Tertiary (Paleogene). Basement rock in Central Sumatra Basin is composed of (Eubank and Makki, 1981):

- **Mallaca Terrane (Quartz Group)** that is composed of quartzite, argillite, limestone crystalline and plutonic granite and granodiorite in Jura’s age.
- **Mutus assemblages** that are composed of radiolarian chert, meta-argillite, red shale, limestone, and basaltic rocks.
- **Mergui Terrane** that is composed of greywacke, pebbly-mudstone, and quartzite from the Bahorok Formation. It is also found argillite, phyllite, limestone, and tuff from Kluet Formation.
- **Kualu Terrane** that is composed of phyllite, slate, tuff, and limestone.

There are 130 wells that were drilled, (Table 1), in this basin which are shown in modeled of technical potential (Figure 6) and (Figure 7). Gradient temperature, heat flow, sediment thickness, and thermal conductivity data were identified through the drillings and being modeled (Figure 4). The highest heat flow value can be found in the southwest area and decrease to the northeast. The highest surface heat flow (Qo) value is 0.356 Wm$^{-2}$ and the lowest is 0.083 W m$^{-2}$. It is directly proportional to the EGS potential. The largest sediment thickness (S) value is 2,542 m and the lowest is 287 m. The sediment thermal conductivity (Ks) data were ranged from 1.83–2.6 W m$^{-1}$. The gradient geothermal values were ranged from 37–1910oC km$^{-1}$.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**RESULT**

The temperature at 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths were determined before the technical potential calculation. The temperature at 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths were ranged in 104-326 °C and 121-402 °C, respectively. Some of these temperatures were classified as high geothermal systems (>150 °C). The highest temperature can be found in the southwest region.
Structural styles and resulting defomational geometries that are diagnostic, statistically unique, form temporally distinct families including Beruk, Sumateran, Zamrud-Pedada and Bengkalis (Heidrick and Aulia, 1993).

Figure 2. The research area in a part of Central Sumatra Basin

Figure 3. Geological structure in Central Sumatra Basin (Heidrick and Aulia, 1993)

Sedimentary process in Central Sumatra Basin was started at the beginning of Tertiary (Paleogene). Basement rock in Central Sumatra Basin is composed of (Eubank and Makki, 1981):

- Mallaca Terrane (Quartz Group) that is composed of quartzite, argillite, limestone crystalline and plutonic granite and granodiorite in Jura's age.
- Mutus assemblages that are composed of radiolarian chert, meta-argillite, red shale, limestone, and basaltic rocks.
- Mergui Terrane that is composed of greywacke, pebbly-mudstone, and quartzite from the Bahorok Formation. It is also found argillite, phyllite, limestone, and tuff from Kluet Formation.
- Kualu Terrane that is composed of phyllite, slate, tuff, and limestone.

There are 130 wells that were drilled, (Table 1), in this basin which are shown in modeled of technical potential (Figure 6) and (Figure 7). Gradient temperature, heat flow, sediment thickness, and thermal conductivity data were identified through the drillings and being modeled (Figure 4).

The highest heat flow value can be found in the southwest area and decrease to the northeast. The highest surface heat flow (Qo) value is 0.356 Wm$^{-2}$ and the lowest is 0.083 Wm$^{-2}$. It is directly proportional to the EGS potential. The largest sediment thickness (S) value is 2,542 m and the lowest is 287 m. The sediment thermal conductivity (Ks) data were ranged from 1.83 – 2.6 Wm$^{-1}$.

The gradient geothermal values were ranged from 37 – 191 oC km$^{-1}$.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The temperature at 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths were determined before the technical potential calculation. The temperature at 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths were ranged in 104 – 326 oC and 121 – 402 oC, respectively. Some of these temperatures were classified as high geothermal systems (>150 oC). The highest temperature can be found in the southwest region.

Table 1. The drillings data from 130 wells around the research area (Royal Holloway South East Asia Research Group, 2017)
Figure 4. Modeled of a) gradient temperature b) heat flow c) sediment thickness d) thermal conductivity

Figure 5. Modeled temperature at depth of a) basement-sediment interface b) 3.5 km c) 4.5 km
The potential calculations were determined for each cell with 1 km x 1 km size. It was assumed that sediment heat generation (As) value was 1 W m⁻³ and the specific heat of the basement cell (Cp) value was 1000 J/kg°C (MIT, 2006). The basement rock was metamorphic rock that is rich in quartz. This lithology has the Kb value is 4.71 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ (Clauser, 2006) due to the lithology was rich in quartz and Ab value is 1.35 W m⁻³ (Slagstad, 2008).

The technical potential was assessed in 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths due to the thickest sediment was 2,542 m and the basement rock could produce higher heat generation than sedimentary rock. The calculation of technical potential was used the thermal efficiencies for a range of inlet fluid temperatures from 150 °C to 350 °C (MIT, 2006).
TECHNICAL POTENTIAL AT 3.5 KM DEPTH

The lithology at this depth was estimated as basement rock, which is the target for the drilling. This depth is related to the heat generation of basement rock with the various patterns. The total of Heat in Place of each well is 66.05 EJ. The Theoretical Potential is ranging from 47.4 - 444.68 MW. The lowest Technical Potential in this depth is 0.5 MW and the highest is 4.7 MW. The total of technical potential of each well is 103.5 MW.

TECHNICAL POTENTIAL AT 4.5 KM DEPTH

This depth slice was recommended to drill due to the economical properties. The total Heat in Place of each well is 131.66 EJ. The Theoretical Potential is ranging from 64.78–545.45 MW. The lowest Technical Potential is 0.66 MW and the highest is 5.76 MW. The total of Technical Potential is 217.9 MW that is available to fulfill the energy demands of Central Sumatra Area.

GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data Distribution

The technical potential distribution were evaluated from 3.5 km to 9.5 km depth. The data distribution was showed by histogram. The bar charts plotting were made on 4 types of depth slice in order to know the variance value through the deeper depth (Figure 8). The variance value visualize the Technical Potential data distribution of each well. From the geostatistical histogram analysis, the variance data was relatively show the significant different between 4.5 km, 5.5 km, and 6.5 km depth. The variance deviation data in each of the depth is 2.361 (for 4.5 km to 5.5 km depth) and 5.4929 (for 5.5 km to 6.5 km depth). These value was significantly different with variance data in 3.5 km to 4.5 km depth that is 0.8492. Thus, the recommendation depth to be drilled is in 3.5 and 4.5 km depth due to the small variance in deviation data. Moreover, the mean data from all of the 130 wells in 3.5 and 4.5 km depth is 0.8 MW and 1.6708 MW with the median is 0.7258 MW and 1.5199 MW, respectively. After data distribution reflecting the technical depth variables (3.5 km and 4.5 km) are analyzed, the spatial relationship between those variables should be considered. The way to check are consist of covariance, coefficient correlation and variogram. To generate them, the data condition (stationary or non-stationary) are authorized by autocorrelation test. Autocorrelation is a statistical test under the assumption either stationary or non-stationary data. It is also known as serial correlation of random process with a delayed lag of itself. The following equation is simply explaining the autocorrelation function;

\[ R(\tau) = \frac{E[(X_t-\mu)(X_{t+\tau}-\mu)]}{\sigma^2} \]

with:

- \( R(\tau) \) = autocorrelation amplitude
- \( \tau+\tau \) = time-lag
- \( E \) = expected value operator
- \( T \) = discrete time
- \( \mu \) = mean
- \( \sigma^2 \) = variance

About 60 time-lag were choosen to test stationary condition or randomness of the data as shwon in figure attachment. The amplitude of autocorrelation decrease rapidly as long as the increasing of time-lag.

The autocorrelation indicates the data are distributed randomly and stationary (Figure 9) and (Figure10). The amplitude of autocorrelation also does not show the critical value in upper and lower of zero value as the data boundary (reflected by the blue line). This could be as the indicator of low-correlated between the data.
Figure 8. The Histogram Bar Charts of 3.5 km to 6.5 km depth slice

Figure 9. Autocorrelation result test at depth 3.5 km

Figure 10. Autocorrelation result test at depth 4.5 km
Spatial Relationship

The spatial relationships were described by covariance and variogram to assist in choosing lag-numbers and lag-separation of kriging estimation. The ordinary kriging is chosen due to the condition of stationary of the data based on previous autocorrelation analysis. The kriging is aimed to estimate values of the technical potential of an unsampled location with minimized variance.

Theoretical Variogram Analysis

The theoretical variogram analysis was conducted in 3.5 km and 4.5 km depth due to the recommendation depth for drilling (Figure 11) and (Figure 12). The data visualize the covariance and semivariogram to know the prediction error value. The covariance is a statistical measure of the linear association between two random variables X and Y (Lee, C.F. et al., 2000). Whereas, semivariogram is a function that relates semivariance to sampling lag (Curran, P.J., 1988). This function can be estimated using remotely sensed data or ground data and represented as a plot that gives a picture of the spatial dependence of each point on its neighbor. As the result analysis, the prediction error in 3.5 km depth is 0.000719 and 0.000828 in 4.5 km depth, respectively.
CONCLUSION

The Central Sumatra Basin has the potential for Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) Utilization. The technical potential was classified into two slice depths that are 3.5 and 4.5 km. This was consider due to the thickness of sedimentary rock was 2,542 m and the basement rock could produce higher heat generation than sedimentary rock.

The recommended depth to drill is started from 2,600 m, which is 3.5 km and 4.5 km depth, have the low error correction and variance deviation.

The Technical Potential in Central Sumatra Basin was calculated by using the Beardsmore Protocol. The calculation was used the average cycle thermal efficiencies for a range of inlet fluid temperatures from 150 to 350°C. In 3.5 km depth, the lowest Technical Potential in this depth is 0.5 MW and the highest is 4.7 MW. In 4.5 km depth, the lowest Technical Potential is 0.66 MW and the highest is 5.76 MW. The total of technical potential in 3.5 km and 4.5 km depths are 103.5 MW and 217.9 MW, respectively. This potential could be used to fulfill the energy demands in Central Sumatra Area.
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